Online admissions management software designed to bring
individual applicant data and a dynamic overview of the
application process to the fingertips of an admissions officer.

WebAdMIT is web-based admissions management software that provides real time access to
your applicants’ data and documents to facilitate the management of your unique admissions
processes. It’s intuitive interface allows you to search, analyze, and report on hundreds of data
points about each applicant and helps you keep the data most important to you at your fingertips. Each admissions department can tailor the software to their unique needs by calculating
customized GPAs, scoring applicants with your academic program’s rubric, and by personalizing
workflows. Its web-based architecture means that there is no software to install and your team
can access your applicants anytime, anywhere over a secure Internet connection. You can grant
access to any staff or faculty that you wish, keeping complete control over each user’s rights and
roles. Available to only programs participating in a Centralized Applicant Service, WebAdMIT
helps you take full advantage of rich applicant data to make the best admissions decisions in less
time.

Admissions Management Made Easy

Integration with Application Services
No need to wait for weekly mailings; review
detailed applicant records and initiate
recruitment campaigns as soon as an
application is electronically submitted via a CAS
Web-based Access to
Applicant Documents
Easy to read PDF versions of applications,
evaluations, and even documents uploaded by
an individual school all are stored online
Customizable Applicant Queries
Create groups of applicants with similar
characteristics for analysis, processing, and
reporting
Program Specific GPA Calculations
View verified coursework in a
standardized electronic transcript and
create customized GPAs by subject areas,
academic levels, or individual classes
Online Reviewer Access and
Applicant Routing
Assign applicants – individually or in batches–
to faculty and interviewers for online review,
comment, and scoring
Centralized Applicant Correspondence
Email applicants directly from WebAdMIT and
maintain a log of correspondence and
admissions notes directly on an applicant’s
record
Rank Applicants Automatically
Configure one or more rubrics to score
applicants on both subjective and objective criteria

Create ERP Friendly Exports and Reports
Create export files and reports with the data
elements, applicants, and file format that your
school needs to compare applicants or build
bridges to ERP systems

